Regen Roadmap
Short Course
Autumn Intake

Regen Roadmap: Short course for purpose-driven leaders

Ready to go beyond
Sustainability?
This 7-week short course will give
you practical skills to embed regen
into your life and work. It’s ideal for
Startup CEOs, business developers,
impact managers, intrapreneurs and
all-round change makers.

At a glance

Outcome

Name of course

A Regen Impact Model
(& Scorecard) tailored to
your business, organisation
or project

Regen Roadmap
(True Spring intake)

Format
(7x) 75min online sessions

Duration
7 weeks

Online Classes
Wednesdays (5:30-6:45pm
AET, 7:30-8:45pm NZT,
8:30-9:45am GMT) – Mar 23,
30, Apr 6, 13, 20, 27, May 4
(daylight savings may apply)

Commitment
3–4 hours per week (50%
classes, 50% homework)
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Price
$750AUD+gst

Scholarships
Available for students,
startups and emerging
leaders from diverse
backgrounds. Please
indicate your interest in a
partial or full scholarship
when you register.

Register your
interest HERE!
Open until March 9
(spaces limited)

Course Details
The experience
The Regen Roadmap has
become our signature
leadership education
experience, designed with
and for purpose-driven
professionals looking to go
beyond Sustainability. That
means instead of doing
less harm, we’re equipping
people with the tools to
actively create diverse
net benefits and positive
impacts. Think of it as
leaving the places we love
and depend upon better
than we found them.

The curriculum brings
together learnings from
Elders and eco pioneers, as
well as experience coaching
and consulting leaders
around the world. Alongside
like-minded people, you’ll
be guided through seven
90min online classes,
starting with an introduction
to Regen and stepping
through the Five Capitals.
The program cultiminates
in the development of your
own tailored impact model
and scorecard.

Class Program

The benefits

The cohort

Week 1 Regen 101

+ A
 regen impact model to
increase the resilience
and performance of your
business, organisation or
project

Our Autumn intake will
comprise approximately
12–15 purpose-driven
professionals from
diverse backgrounds;
including start ups and
SMEs, not-for-profits,
corporate organisations
and government. Expect to
find peers with a genuine
passion for positive change,
openness to new ideas and
a commitment to action on
economic systems change.

Week 2 Natural Capital
Week 3 Wellbeing Capital
Week 4 Cultural Capital
Week 5 Financial Capital
Week 6 Intellectual Capital
Week 7	Pitch Session –
Regen Impact
Model & Scorecard

+ Experienced regen
coach with local and
international networks
+ World-class examples
and benchmarks from a
range of industries and
sectors
+ A
 supportive cohort of
fellow purpose-driven
leaders with diverse
backgrounds
+ A
 safe learning
environment to
experiment and even fail!
+ Certificate of Completion

Example: Regen Scorecard, Regeneration Projects

+ P
 ersonal and professional
growth that allows your
unique approach to regen
to grow

Regen Scorecard 2020/21 (year 1)

REGENERATION
PROJECTS

A snapshot of our commitment to working in partnership with planet Earth.

Nature

Community

Culture

Trade

Stories

(Natural Capital)

(Wellbeing Capital)

(Social Capital)

(Financial Capital)

(Intellectual Capital)

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

OPERATIONS

1000+ Litres

25+ hrs
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Amount of rubbish collected along Nairm
/ Port Phillip Bay (part our weekly 1hr
commitment to 1% for the Planet & the

Time our CEO Matt has spent regenerating
his mental & physical wellbeing (i.e. while
collecting rubbish along Nairm / Port Phillip

First Nations collaborations focused
on innovative cross-cultural awareness
experiences (includes the Fire Circle, Rising

UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration
#RegenFridays)

Bay on Friday afternoons #RegenFridays,
exc. morning tea & lunch walks)

Knowledge Project and Willum Warrain)

12hrs

Volunteered through our annual 1% for
the Planet business membership (we also
support: The Thin Green Line Foundation
(Strategic planning. Total = 8hrs) and the Yarra
Riverkeeper Association (1x planting day, 1x
strategy workshop & notes. Total = 4hrs))

CLIENT PROJECTS

4

23

Monday meditations shared with our
community (via Instagram to promote
mental health and wellbeing)

CLIENT PROJECTS

10

6

Number of Regen Melbourne workshops
(Matt volunteered as co-facilitator, as part
of the development of the ‘Towards a
Regenerative Melbourne’ report)

CLIENT PROJECTS

18

56.2

B Corp Impact Assessment score achieved
(as part of our progress towards certification
by December 2021)

10 Tonnes

Carbon credits purchased to more than offset
our operational emissions (through Gold
Standard & Greenfleet, based on work-related
car travel and nominal allowance for Scope
1, 2 & 3 emissions. Impact includes: 2T Utsil
Naj – healthy homes for all in Guatemala, 2T
Myanmar Stoves Campaign, 1T Sidrap Wind
Farm Project, 5T Australian biodiverse
carbon offsets.)

CLIENT PROJECTS

10

14

Guest bloggers contributed to our ‘Voices
of Regen’ platform (representing 8 different
countries – here)

4

Key industry and community event
presentations (including: Wellness Tourism
Summit, Global Eco Asia-Pacific Tourism
Conference, World Urban Parks Congress
and Melbourne Design Week)

CLIENT PROJECTS

7

The number of international Ranger

Founding destinations of the Australasian

Fire Circles featuring Elders from First Nations

Graduates from the Regen Roadmap short

Practical regen toolkits and resources

Roundtables that we’ve facilitated (For global
development and conservation leaders as part

Bathing Alliance (which RP has facilitated
the establishment of; for hot springs, mineral

and other wisdom traditions (online events
with a total of over 150 business

course (for purpose-driven professionals,
representing 8 progressive organisations – here)

published (to promote education around
regen business and development, including

of repositioning Rangers as essential frontline
workers for the Planetary Emergency)

springs and sea baths businesses)

leaders from around the world)

22 countries

4

30hrs

Spent working towards a ‘Swimmable
Birrarung by 2030’ (via events, advocacy and
partnerships with a grassroots conservation
organisation & an academic partner)

Participation in World Bathing Day, June 22
2021 (which RP facilitated social media for;

Trans-Tasman Regen Roundtables
(events & podcasts facilitated in partnership

promoting peace between diverse cultures,
people & places)

with Claire Wild, bringing together thought
leaders and changemakers from Aotearoa
New Zealand and Australia)

$20,289
Annual financial profit

21 days of Regen, Guide to Regen Reporting,
Trans-Tasman Regen Roundtable and Young
Voices in Tourism report)

2

Masters of Landscape Architecture
Student projects supervised (at Melbourne
Design School through an academic
partnership for the Great Victorian
Bathing Trail.
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We welcome participants
from Australia and overseas,
with class times suitable for
Asia-Pacific and Europe.

The instructor
Matt Sykes is the founder of
Regeneration Projects and
your ‘coach’ through the
Regen Roadmap experience.
Matt has learned from and
worked with First Nations
Elders and world-class
business leaders for over a
decade; through the fields
of design, storytelling,
tourism and environmental
management. During
COVID-19 he started
his business as a way
of supporting leaders
to transition beyond
Sustainability. Matt is quickly
establishing himself as
a key collaborator within
Melbourne’s regenerative
business ecosystem.

Our Regen Model

AL

Education | Regen Roadmap

NA
TU
R
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© Regeneration Projects

B EIN G

Five
Capitals

L
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The circular economic
practices that are
embedded into your
strategy and operations.
Eg: carbon management,
waste and energy use,
ethical procurement.

AL
TU
C
E
LL

The ecosystems and
biodiversity that are
connected to your
business, products and
services. Eg: your HQ's
local waterway, rural
farmland when you source
materials, national park
where you run tours.

RIA

By investing in this strategic
infrastructure, you’ll be
creating a clear roadmap
to guide your business or
organisation’s growth in
2022 and beyond.

The knowledge and
systems that allow your
business to transition
beyond sustainability to
regenerative practice.
Eg: regen goals,
impact reporting and
stakeholder education.

M AT E

We’ll create the
opportunity for you to
map out appropriate KPIs,
action steps, partnerships
and even explore how
you can communicate
performance with your
stakeholders. A key part
of this process is our ability
to recommend global bestpractice benchmarks and
initiatives which you can
use as reference points.

The five capitals can
influence everything
from organisation
culture and business
strategy, right through
to impact reporting
and stakeholder
communication.

W

By understanding the
unique strengths and
weaknesses of your Regen
Model, you can set clear
goals and manage risks for
important areas like climate
action, mental wellbeing
and reconciliation.

IN
TE

The Five Capitals
create a wholistic
impact model
for guiding
the growth
of businesses,
organisations
and projects.

C U LT U RAL
The diversity of people
and cultures that drive
creativity and innovation
within your business.
Eg: Team gender equality,
First Nations partnerships,
young leaders
development and
regional regen network
connections.

The health and
happiness of all your
stakeholders. Eg: mental
health promotion for staﬀ,
health beneﬁts of
products and quality of
life in local community.

Testimonials
Point Advisory

Great Wrap

Ākina

Untamed Escapes

“I’ve done a few really
interesting courses in
2021, from deliberative
democracy to regeneration
to the circular economy.
I’d have to say the most
impactful, thoughtprovoking and enjoyable
one was the Regen
Roadmap with Matt Sykes –
I’d highly recommend
his course!”

“Regeneration Projects has
made us look internally at
not just the way we operate
but how we can lay positive
roots in all aspects of our
company. The program
made facing our challenges
exciting rather than a
daunting task we would
put off.”

“The Regen Roadmap
course did a brilliant job
of bringing the intangible
parts of regen to life. This
helped me explain regen
to my team in a way that
they could understand,
get excited about and
implement.”

“This course came at the
absolute worst, and the
absolute best time for us.
It made us rethink
everything that we do.
Although we have done a
lot around Eco-Tourism, we
know that we need to move
beyond this and neutral is no
longer enough. Although it
is a long road ahead, we are
confident we are now on the
right path.”

Sarah Beattie-Smith,
Point Advisory,
Melbourne, Australia,
Spring 2021

Jordy & Julia,
Founders at Great Wrap
Winter 2020

Claire Wild,
Impact Consultant
at Ākina,
Aotearoa New Zealand,
Spring 2021

Hassie & Anna,
Untamed Escapes
Adelaide, South Australia
Spring 2021

Beyond Zero
Emissions
“The Regen Roadmap
grounds regenerative
concepts in a practical
guide unlike any other
framework I’ve come across.
Applying holistic principles
to business is no small
feat, but with this program
you are sure to go beyond
status-quo sustainability.
Matt took me on a journey
to challenge my own
preconceptions and I am
grateful to add the Regen
Roadmap into my toolkit to
help foster a more loving
and regenerative planet”
Kelvin Wicks,
Graduate Research
Assistant at Beyond
Zero Emissions
Summer 2020
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Growlab Oslo
“Thanks to Matt at
Regeneration Projects
for helping us investigate
how we can work
more holistically and
regeneratively.
We are excited to take
the knowledge with us
into 2021.”
Mads & Tabea,
Founders at Growlab Oslo
Spring 2020

